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Susan Moses, the go-to celebrity stylist for curvy women both on and off the red carpet presents the
first inspirational, confidence-building, prescriptive style guide for plus-size women who want to
dress fashionably and look their beautiful best.Nearly two-thirds of American women are
plus-sizeâ€”and they care just as much about fashion and beauty as their thinner counterparts.
Theyâ€™re tired of being ignored by the industry and shopping for styles wedged into the far
reaches of department stores. Now, Susan Moses, a plus-size woman with a dynamic personality
and an in-demand stylist whose clientele includes Hollywood and music industry celebrities,
addresses this audienceâ€™s needs with this essential handbook to help them look fabulous.The
Art of Dressing Curves gives plus-size women the confidence and know-how to dress beautifully for
their particular body shape. Gorgeously designed, filled with high-fashion photography, and written
in Susanâ€™s down-to earth, accessible, and enthusiastic voice, The Art of Dressing Curves tells
the story of her journey to self-acceptance and outlines her formula for seamless dressing that has
helped some of the most iconic curvy women in music, film, and fashion look dazzling in the
spotlight.From foundation garments to wardrobe essentials to hair and makeup, Susan dispenses
advice on every aspect of dressing well for oneâ€™s shape, size, and personality, insight
supplemented by a wealth of elegant editorial photographs, anecdotes, tips, and sidebars, as well
as lists of specialty retailers, designers, and websites that cater to plus-size.
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Susan Moses is amazingly talented women, who has spent her career transforming the way women

think of themselves through clothing. This book should be in the home of every women who was
lead to believe that clothes were not meant for her purely because they fit outside of societies
norms. It will teach you how to work with clothes, things to look for while shopping and most
important you will walk away with the feeling that its not about you not fitting into the clothes its
about the clothes working for you and your figure, and that is empowering.

This is a categorically astounding resource guide to FABULOSITY... Any curvy-goddess that has
wondered how and where to get their mojo, please start here.The tutorials and stories from the
author, Susan Moses will not only captivate you; you will be led to great heights of FIERCE!Get a
copy, STAT!!!! #ThatIsAll #GoJuicyGirls

I'm an avid reader of all things in the fashion industry. I absolutely love this book. Loved that it has
current retailers listed and also helpful hints on bra/shapewear items. I already knew my body type
and the recommendations that were listed for my style is exactly what I tend to wear. It was just a
fun read and I'm going to re-read it often. It boosted my confidence regarding my 'plus' size body!!

I am a 2x. Pretty good basic guide. Author is/was a plus size AND styles plus sized looks, so she is
legit in my book. Great read to determine body shape, then recommends the specific shapewear +
clothing styles for that type. Never really thought about that I may may need *specific* kinds
shapewear, rather than just... I need shapewear. Incorporates measurements into determining your
body type instead of just saying, which piece of fruit do you look like so that is a plus (apple, pear??
How do I know?) Also recommends best dress shape for your size, fit n flare vs. sheath, for
example. My body type supposedly will look good in a sheath, so went shopping to purchase this
plus new bras (also discovered I am wearing the wrong bra size). Tried on a sheath, something I
would NEVER have chosen in the past, and BAM, it looks fabulous. Gave it 4 stars because some
info is too general, like, "shirt length comes in waist, high hip, or low hip. Select which works best for
you." If it was that easy, I would not need to read a book for tips. Is not too preachy about never
wear white, horizontal stripes, etc.

Susan has always had a sense of style and fashion..She can transformed the simplest pieces to a
work of art! She is simply amazing !
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